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don't seem to do anything. I asked a person who says they are
antennas. They tell me that there is a clear silicon cover over all
these, similar in shape to a coffee cup cover. Here is a picture of
them but it is very small and blurry - Thanks for looking. A: They

are component filters for the Wide Bands converter on the camera.
The filters are designed to be used in the same way as the Wide

Bands filters on old camcorders, but with a dedicated pass-through
holder on a channel or
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Taka () is the leading goalscorer of the Bangladesh Premier League,
the first professional Football competition in Bangladesh. Taka

holds many records in Bangladesh's football history. He has scored
more than 10,000 goals in National Association Football matches

for his clubs and National team. He is most successful clubs in
Bangladesh League with the record of playing more than 400

games for Rajshahi F.C. and Bhayangkara F.C. respectively. He is
the highest scorer of a single match with 6 goals. He scored 6 goals
for a single match against Abahani Limited Dhaka in the 2012–13

Bangladesh League. He played for more than 25 seasons of
National Association Football in Bangladesh in 11 different clubs.
Taka is called 'The Flying Taka' for the way he moves on the field.
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Taka can be compared with Brazilian player Ronaldo. People call
him the 'Bangladesh's Ronaldo'. Taka scored thousands of goals for
all his clubs and national team. Taka is also famous for his success
in international competitions. Taka scored more than 7,000 goals in
National Association Football. Now Taka is playing National League

for Rajshahi F.C.. Taka scored first goal against Dhaka
Mohammedan in 6th round of National League in 2012–13 season.
In that match Taka scored 9 goals for his club and the team won.

Career Taka made his debut for National team in 1998 against
Kuwait. He played in the national team from 1998-2001 and scored
64 goals. Taka scored his first goal for Rajshahi F.C. in the 1st round

of the 2007-08 National League against Cox's Bazar FC. After
scoring a goal against Coxs Bazar, he scored another 3 times in
that match. Taka scored 8 goals for Rajshahi F.C. in the 2007-08
National League. Taka was the leading goalscorer of the 2011–12

Bangladesh Premier League with 19 goals. He was named the
skipper for the 2012–13 Bangladesh Premier League. Taka scored

his first hat trick in the 2011–12 Bangladesh Football Premier
League against Khulna FC in Round 3. Taka scored 6 goals for a

single match against Abahani Limited Dhaka in the 2012–13
Bangladesh League.
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